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According to responses to interview question 24, participants

in the planning process displayed a feeling of social equality. Half

the respondents saw this as exactly the case and the other half agreed

that it was partially so. As indicated in the literature search, Morphet,

Johns, and Rellor view a democratic atmosphere in planning as crucial to

productivity.
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The final interview statement in this section, "Cooperation in

the planning was genuine and bona fide," received a unanimous positive

response. According to Morphet and others, this would be indicative of

effective planning practice. After analysing factors necessary for

success in planning by citisen committees, Morphet concluded that.
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"Cooperation [in planning) should always be genuine and bona fide." 11

State Role in Comprehensive planning

Pour questions (26, 27, 28, and 29) were ashed to determine

the usefulness of the Florida state Department of Education's publication.

Guidelines , the usefulness of the regional comprehensive educational

seminars scheduled by the Florida state Department of Education, and

the usefulness of the visits to School District » by Florida State

Department of Education officials concerned with comprehensive planning.

Moreover, the purpose of this series of questions was to determine what

role School District A would prefer that the Florida State Department of

The data indicate that planners in School District A had initial

difficulties in the interpretation of Guidelines, but ovorcame this Initial

confusion and used the information from Guidelines as a framework that

guided their planning. Guidelines was reportedly used as an integral

part of a day-long, in-county workshop with all teachers. Respondents

all indicated that Guidelines was helpful by providing a description of

state expectations for comprehensive planning to the planners in School

District A.
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functioned as a unit (such as a language arts department) before and

after the planning which satisfied the county-level requests for

staffing information, budget information, and curriculum plans. How-

ever, according to Morphet and numerous othor authorities, desirable

planning should include means through which cooperative action is

possible, and be headed up by leaders who understand and believe in

cooperative procedures. Morphet believes that, "The development of a

sound educational program requires the best cooperative efforts of both

educators and lay citizens."
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He further states, "Persons involved in

cooperative projects should be broadly representative of all points of

Overview of Planning

Table 4 shows that the respondents felt, in varying degrees,

that the planning process provided greater flexibility to those who

accountable for results. All responses to this statement, interview

statement 16, fell in the "exact" or "partial" category. As pre-

viously indicated, this reported balance of accountability and flexi-

bility is consistent with good coiqarehensive planning practice required
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planning process.
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and intense interaction of a large number of people in planning created

no one reported that it was.

Eight of the ten respondents indicated that the process of

feedback was a part of the comprehensive planning process. James talks

of feedback as a way a system improves itself which would represent a

characteristic of effective planning.
32

six of the respondents felt that decision-making was decentralised on

policies that affected the policies and programs of lower-level systems.

Two felt that this was partially the case and the remaining two reported

that decision-making was not decentralised. As indicated in the litera-

ture search, many writers in the field of educational planning urge the

involvement of many levels of planners in decision-making. Knesevich,

system ... to insure more productive inputs."
33
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of comprehensive planning. The Superintendent in School District C

determined that comprehensive planning should be coordinated by a person

who had had experience in planning procedures, who had face-to-face

contact with the schools, and who was thought o

rather than administrative person. The Coordinator oj

Programs was selected for the job because he had t

The Superintendent of District D also determined that there be open lines

of communication between the person responsible for comprehensive plan--

ning and the schools. As the' Superintendent in District D visualised

conprehenslve planning as a process based on needs assessment h

further required that the person coordinating the planning be aware of

needs, and the difficulties inherent in the measurement of needs. The

Supervisor of Pupil Personnel Services was in charge of the testing

the Superintendent appointed him to coordinate comprehensive planning.

At this point the superintendents made several contrasting

administrative decisions. The Superintendent in School District C de-

cided to call all county-level office heads and all building principals

together for the purpose of legitimising the planning, announcing tho

appointment of the Coordinator of Instructional Programs as planning

coordinator, and emphasising his desire for their complete cooperation

with the coordinator of Instructional Programs. The Superintendent also
made the decision not to visibly participate in further planning as he
felt his presence would detract from the proposed instructional emphasis

of the planning. As outlined by the Superintendent of School District C,
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majority groups and is described by local government officials as being,
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Ihe median school year completed in 12 . 1
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School District P is a large school district located on the

lower east coast of Florida. The population is distributed with 12.5

percent black, 87.2 percent white and no significant amount of other.
13

creased 35.6 percent during the past ten years. 15 At the time of this

writing. School District F has enrolled approximately 135,000 students

Associate Superintendent for Instruction, Director of Career Education,

school, and a member of a parent organization.



Activity in Planning

-n opinion as to what constituted

the initial significant action taken as a result of mandated planning,

lliree respondents thought that the organization of a county steering

committee was the first significant action, one saw the announcement

significant action, and anothor respondent mentioned no first signifi-

cant action, but reported that the organization for comprehensive

planning had begun before the official notice was received by the

Superintendent. Data indicate that the Associate Superintendent for

Finance had been working with the Florida State Department of Education

in the area of comprehensive planning in anticipation of the legislative

mandate. Interviewees also revealed that subsequent to the announce-

ment of the planning mandate, he was invited to participate on the State-

wide Task Force to develop Guidelines . However, data indicate thaC the

ultimate responsibility for comprehensive planning was assigned to the

Director of Career Education.

1 Assignment of Responsibility fi

Several factors reportedly led to

Director of Career Education was said to ha\

bility because he had assisted the Division

of short and long-range instructional plans, because ho had

to do long-range analysis of needs projections, and because

background in system management, and t

ning. As indicated in the literature
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in urging systematic planning in education says, "Replacing 'aa hoc'

approaches with a planned systematic, rational approach for the directioi

education should take has the potential of handling effectively the rate

state reports and had the time to tako on the comprehensive planning

project were also given as reasons for the assignment.

involved. Three of the five respondents agreed that students wero in-

volved and four of the five that community organisations were. Addi-

tionally, all respondents agreed that erployeo organisations and other

several ways. The Superintendent's initial involvement was in the act

of releasing the Associate Superintendent for Finance to participate in

the drafting of Guidelines . Upon the return of the Associate Suporin-

to direct the development of a five-year comprehensive plan for the schot
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Committee. County-level offices participated in planning that resulted

in planning and finances would be consistent with good planning practice

according to Rossmillor who says that the major contribution of systematic

plans. . .
.-
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teachers were paid to attend the night planning meetings and, in School



possible explanation of this is



explain
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E and School District F Mere discussed in this chapter. Comprehensive

planning in School District E was a process mainly concerned with the

significant extent, was involved with needs assessment, community in-



r comprehensive planning
]

, "Systems Breakthrough:
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planning coordinators as being significantly involved in the planning pro -

gories. The most frequently identified initial action was the appointment
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closely

level offices participated mainly by supplying requested information to



intly involved in the planning in ai
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comprehensive planning was done

almost exclusively administrative levels in the selected school







This study

staff menfcers to Tallahassee to participate in drafting statewide planning

(2) plannin



tensive planning and participate actively in a variety of planning ac-

tivities. Superintendents should create and maintain a smoothly function-

ing staff organization designed to insure the maximum utilization of plan-



decreased b’

or grade-level plans. These planners were not- significantly involved in

planning activities with a district-wide or even school-wide emphasis.

They were not therefore “comprehensively" participating in comprehensive

planning. For the sake of efficiency, participation in comprehensive

planning must be extended, overall effectiveness in reaching goals is

re that continues to involve principals and teachers

heir own specialised operation and gives them little opportunity

involved in all aspects of the total system. In such a planning '

, school-level personnel become so enmeshed in their own speciali-

sation that they are unable to evaluate system-wide plans except as these

plans affect their own operations. Administrators are reminded that the

current concept of the teacher is not that of an individual working in

solitude within the confines of a discipline. However, superintendents

work already in existence. System-wide effectiveness will be increased if

those who must implement the system plan are interested in implmnenting it.

When teachers are involved in the various aspects of comprehensive plan-

ning, they will develop a direct interest in seeing that the comprehensive

planning document becomes operational. Total involvement of all segments

of the educational system will produce many benefits including more pro-

ductive inputs from: school-level administrators that have day-to-day

contact with teachers and members of the community, teachers who are in

ment) and are in contact with university personnel. State Department of

Education personnel, and local elected officials.







to engage in effective and productive planning. Planners in the selected

districts only partially understood the characteristics and potential oi

effective planning and therefore engaged in a combination of productive
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this writing, various school systems have reportedly not received satis-

curing persons who can adequately assist local school district planners in

broad based comprehensive planning aimed at obtaining the most for the edu-
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